
Nessles Music 

Stay and Play – 29th May 2014 

9pm-10pm (TBC) 

 

Links: 

http://mysadestsong.wordpress.com/ 

https://www.facebook.com/NesslesMusic 

http://nesslesmusic.webstarts.com/story.html 

 

Synopsis 

“Born Vanessa, she grew up round Hounslow, Heston, Stanwell and Feltham areas in London suburb, UK.  

At the age of 10 she was given her first guitar, a birthday present from her mum, but didn’t start playing properly until 

she got older.  

Leaving home pretty much at 14 years old and having her own flat at 16, Nessles has been writing her own original 

tunes since the age of fifteen but admits those early songs were full of teenage angst. However, she doesn’t 

particularly like singing them anymore. Her song writing flavour has changed somewhat over the years, moving more 

towards music that makes people happy or makes them cry sometimes.  

 

Surprisingly, Nessles has had ‘no musical training’ no voice lessons. Only ever having 4 guitar lessons, she has 

picked things up watching YouTube and other musicians, taking what she learns, experimenting and making the 

music in her own way, inventing things with Bertha Alice Tanglewood; who on earth is that, her co-writer?  

No, It’s her guitar, yes, strangely enough Nessles has given her guitar a name, not the car, not the dog, but the 

guitar; the guitar has a name.  

Ok, this probably shows what kind of person we’re dealing with here; definitely not ‘run of the mill’, it’s not surprising 

then that her music makes you sit up pay attention to it’s unusuality, that’s Nessles through and through.  

 

Her lyrics and way of expressing them pierces you through the heart.  

The uncommon honesty tells stories in complete truth, making you reflect on your own previous path.  

The stunning voice is crystal clear, hitting you like a javelin of sound, you cannot ignore.  

You can also tell that the groove is important to Nessles; the lady has her rhythm down and mastered; you get into 

the song and at some point you awaken noticing your head bopping involuntarily up and down, and you are caught in 

the beat.  

Her lyrics are full of profound emotionally heart string pulling deepness surrounded by a reflective silence, and there’s 

no reluctance to tell it like it is; this is not music for your average MTV addict, nor for the average pensioner with a 

weak ticker; be warned, a good listening session will shock you into aliveness. “ 

 

                                                                                                                           By Marvin Barrow / Nessles’ Biographer 
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